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Abstract 
 
This study discusses employees’ perception of a rather new and progressive office type,             

namely the Activity-based Flexible Office, the A-FO. Within this office type, the employee             

does not have a personal desk, but instead changes workspace depending on the task at hand.                

The aim of the study was to examine how employees perceive this type of office and their                 

experiences of working within it. In previous research, a model has been created within this               

field as an attempt towards a theoretical framework, the A-FO-M. Whereas studying this             

model, we saw some notions not being thoroughly explored, although mentioned in other             

preceding research. Thus, the need of exploring these aspects further felt vital and therefore,              

we combined the A-FO-M with other preceding research and created a synthesis with a set of                

four themes. A qualitative method was chosen and furthermore, a phenomenological           

approach. This approach suggests examining a certain phenomena, the A-FO in this case,             

based on the experiences and perceptions of an individual, the employee. Interviews were             

implemented on a specific company to succeed in reaching our aim. The six interviews              

completed gave us the empirical results we needed to attain an analysis and thereafter,              

conclusions.  

 

Overall, our findings correspond with the presumptions of the A-FO-M. However, due to             

Klarna having a certain structure, somewhat differing from the traditional A-FO, the results             

were contradicting in some cases. The majority of the respondents felt they were able to               

perform their task without major problems. Some respondents felt that the office made them              

more open, while others did not feel any impact on their persona in relation to the A-FOs                 

features. Our findings support that the A-FO is a very sociable office type, whereas you               

constantly meet and interact with people, both known and unknown to you. The respondents              

appreciate that there is little distance between them and their managers. Additionally, it is              

found that managers within A-FOs need to have high trust in their employees. Conclusively,              

some results may be somewhat dependent on the individual and their preferences. 
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Definitions of Concepts 
 

● Activity-Based Flexible Office (A-FO) 

A non-assigned workspace within an open-office environment, whereas the employee          

chooses a certain area depending on the task (Becker et al. 1991; Wohlers & Hertel, 2017).                

Thus, it is dependant on rotation (Engelen et al., 2019). Consequently, it can be a space                

designed for concentrated work or a more open space which simplifies collaboration and             

conversation between colleagues (Morrison & Macky, 2017). 

 

● Open-plan office 

A physical workspace design based on the openness of the office, thus it has no interior walls.                 

Additionally, rooms, partitions and cubicles does not exist (Oldham and Brass, 1979), often             

including the managers workspace. The office can hold a greater number of workers as it               

tends to be a larger one and therefore, also permits larger floor plans. Furthermore, it also                

includes individual work stations, which are often arranged in groups (Brennan, Chugh, &             

Kline, 2002). This design is used to enhance the creative environment and aspires to increase               

employees effectivity (Morrison & Macky, 2017).  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 The Activity-based Flexible Office 

An Activity-based Flexible Office, many times referred to as an A-FO, is to be seen as a                 

rather “new way of working - NWoW’’ (Van der Voordt, 2004). In extensive terms, an A-FO                

seeks to promote the idea of a workplace as something organic and alive while at the same                 

time, distinguishing itself from the previously well known cubicles/cells (Kaufmann-Buhler,          

2016) by exploiting a more free essence.  

 

Imagine starting your workday with a cup of hot cappuccino in a coffee lounge discussing a                

new project idea with colleagues. After that, you take a creative break and play a round of                 

table football before grabbing your laptop and heading to a silent workstation at the office               

to do concentrated work (Wohlers & Hertel, 2017). 

 

The idea of A-FOs can first be seen in the 1980s ‘Co-Con’ office, a type of office focused on                   

COmmunication and CONcentration (Becker, Sims & Davis 1991). However, it is in the             

latter that its presence has become inevitable. Morrison & Macky (2017) explain the uprising              

as related to the perception of A-FOs reducing overhead costs, increasing flexibility and             

efficiency, though also raising innovation and productivity. It has also been conferred that             

A-FOs supposedly eliminate the archaic symbols of status and hierarchy (Kaufmann-Buhler,           

2016).  

 

In their innermost core, A-FOs are considered a development of the original open-office plan              

landscape. As Wohlers & Hertel (2017) explain, “A-FOs are open-office environments           

comprising a variety of additional open, half-open and enclosed activity-related working           

locations without assigned workstations”. A-FOs are contemplated to support the increasing           

emergence of knowledge based work (ibid.) and the tasks are performed in different kinds of               

‘spaces’ including areas with team desks, sit–stand workstations, quiet rooms, break-out           

areas, telephone rooms, meeting rooms and/or lounge areas (Van der Voordt, 2004). The             

office type is further on dependent on rotation. Hence, whenever switching a certain task, you               

may also need to switch space due to some surroundings better supporting that specific task               

(Engelen et al. 2019).  

 



 

1.2 Research Problem  

Being contemplated a relatively new and progressive office type, A-FOs however also face             

antagonism. An issue frequently stressed relates to the problematic with the best workstations             

in the office being repeatedly occupied by the same people, so called ‘desk claiming’ (Rolfö,               

2018). Another problem relates to the nature of the A-FO, whereas being contemplated as              

most free and alive, different individuals may find it hard adapting to the A-FOs way of                

working (Wohlers & Hertel, 2017). An A-FO may also interfere with employees need of              

routine seeking. Since A-FOs demand rotation, individuals may perceive the loss of            

ownership by not having an actual workstation to sit at and the constant demand of switching                

places may further on also be a burden for many (ibid.). Moreover, the reduced opportunity of                

expressing status due to not having an assigned desk, may according to some be positive,               

though on other hand, to others negative. Additionally, due to the majority of A-FOs having a                

clean desk policy, this may have inhibitory effects in the long run (Van der Voordt, 2004).  

 

Further on, many authors seek to stress the negative effects which an A-FO may have on                

employees. Due to the field being considered rather new, still ‘under construction’, it has              

made it rather problematic up to the present to achieve results of high scientific quality (Van                

der Voordt, 2004; Wohlers & Hertel, 2017). Researchers explain that previous studies within             

the area have been conflicting and segregating. Thus, data has not been persistent and it has                

lead to the A-FO field lacking a solid foundation (Van der Voordt, 2004; Babapour et al.,                

2018). Hence, a solid framework is needed as to advance and bring clarity within the field.  

 

In line with this, two authors aiming to unravel this specific dilemma are Wohlers & Hertel.                

In their dissertation ‘Choosing where to work at work’ from 2017, the authors made an               

attempt of providing a fundamental and unifying model in order to explain in what ways an                

A-FO may affect employees. The model is called the Activity-based Flexible Office Model,             

the A-FO-M, and to the best of our knowledge, it is the only attempt up to the present aiming                   

to gather previous research into one.  

 

It is necessary to note that other authors have previously directed their focus towards specific               

components in their separate essence; for instance, Van der Voort (2004) examined            

 



productivity and satisfaction of employees working within flexible offices. Morrison and           

Macky (2017) examined what demands and resources employees may have, whilst Rolfö            

(2018) studied different processes and outcomes. However, the A-FO-M is indeed unifying            

them. Due to the model being vastly new, it nonetheless needs testing and verification. Hence,               

the A-FO-M, together with preceding research, will be implemented as to lay the foundation              

of the study, for which a set of themes were created.  

 

1.3 The Study’s Purpose & Research Question  

The aim of the present study is to examine employees’ perception of the phenomenon              

Activity-based Flexible offices by the implementation of the Activity-based Flexible Office           

Model, the A-FO-M, though also by the application of a set of themes. The themes were                

created based on the fact that they were not as prominent in the A-FO-M as within other                 

studies. Hence, employee performance, impact on persona, social work environment and           

additionally, authority and control will be explored. Withal, to ease the understanding for the              

present study, though also to illustrate the interplay between the themes and model, the              

present study will in addition configure a synthesis. 

  

 



2. Methodology 

2.1 Klarna Bank AB 

In order to perform the study, this thesis includes a case study of a large international                

company, namely Klarna Bank AB (also more known solely as Klarna). Klarna was founded              

in Stockholm, Sweden in 2005 by three students who believed society lacked a simple online               

payment option, still being safe and smooth. Today, the company has evolved into one of the                

biggest banks in Europe with around 2000 employees. They offer payment solutions to 60              

million consumers and 100 000 stores, in 14 different countries (Klarna, n/a).  

 

The company was primarily chosen based on the large size of their open-plan offices, yet also                

out of convenience considering our previous involvement with the company. Klarna is a             

current employment for one of us, which made the processes of both acquiring information              

and finding respondents easier and more accessible.  

 

In this case study we have chosen to examine the phenomenon on one certain company,               

however the study was implemented on two of the company’s offices. Although, as the choice               

of method will explain further, this was not done to make comparisons, as the interviews are                

too few to generalize the offices. Instead, the reason of choosing multiple offices was based in                

the wish of exploring the phenomenon at the company itself and furthermore, to get a more                

profound view of how offices function and to discover possible parables, or if the employees’               

perception differs considerably.  

 

Throughout the study we will refer to the offices as ‘Klarna XL’ and ‘ Klarna XS’, as to ease                   

the understanding of which office that is considered in specific contexts. These names are              

chosen based on the sizes of the offices. ‘Klarna XL’ is the main office and headquarter of the                  

company with about 1300 employees working, whereas ‘Klarna XS’ is a newer office with an               

amount of about 350 employees. Thus, the names were considered appropriate. We chose to              

study two offices as we wanted to explore different perceptions within the same company,              

which was easier to accomplish using two offices as the opportunity was available. At the               

moment the two offices are structured quite similarly, although, it is more crowded at Klarna               

 



XL. Whereas, there are more teams on Klarna XS being somewhat more stationary, compared              

to Klarna XL. Thus, flexible seating is not used in the same way in those teams on Klarna XS.  

 

2.2 Choice of Method 

We chose to examine this area through a qualitative case study, implemented by the use of                

individual interviews. As no more than one company is included in the study and as our wish                 

was to illustrate certain features of the specific company’s office type, a case study was               

considered the best option (Bryman & Bell, 2011; Lune & Berg, 2017; Denscombe, 2018). A               

case study can be seen as a guide when exploring a phenomenon or institution for instance, in                 

order to capture a deeper understanding (Lune & Berg, 2017; Denscombe, 2018).            

Furthermore, Martyn Denscombe (2018) discusses case studies as something which naturally           

occurs, not being simulated for research purposes. Relations and processes within social            

environments are connected, whereas it is important to understand the occurrence or origin             

within the environment of the case study. Thus, this method has a holistic perspective and can                

provide a general illustration of the case study, which corresponds with our idea regarding the               

study (Denscombe, 2018).  

 

The phenomenological approach was furthermore applied within the case study, whereas it is             

of interest to assess how employees, in this case, experience a certain phenomenon (Smith,              

2006). Edmund Husserl (1859-1938) was the one to lay the foundation for phenomenology             

and even though there are many developments within this concept, this study will use              

Husserl’s traditional approach (Husserl see Thomassen, 2007). This approach aims to explain            

situations and experiences from the daily life as they are perceived by the subject              

(Thomassen, 2007; Smith, 2006). Hence, the idea is to let the subject explain how they               

experience certain situations to get a credible rendering from a primary source, which is done               

by examining a phenomenon (Smith, 2006). Thus, it includes the subject’s view and             

understandings, regardless if it is correct or not according to the law of nature. By using this                 

approach, we will therefore avoid one of the disadvantages within case studies; the credibility              

regarding generalizations (Denscombe, 2018), as we instead will focus on the respondents            

experiences, not generalizable. Denscombe (2018) furthermore explains it as seeing the world            

through another’s eyes, whereas, in this case, the researchers see the world through the              

respondent’s eyes. Moreover, it is of importance to find recurring and corresponding themes             

 



from the subjects statements which will highlight the essential elements of the study             

(Szklarski, 2009). Continuously, it is essential to ignore whatever preconceptions exists for us             

to attain a realistic and true interpretation of the subject’s experience (Thomassen, 2007).  

 

The study contains six interviews and to furthermore succeed in attaining an even more              

profound view of the employees’ perspective, we assumed Bryman and Bell’s (2011) and             

Johannessen & Tufte’s (2003) ideas of raising a set of themes in the interviews, whilst also                

giving the respondents freedom of personalizing their answers. According to Bryman and            

Bell (2011) the semi-structured interview is a flexible interview form, which moreover, gives             

the respondents an opportunity to think somewhat more freely, conjuring details which might             

not have been considered by us earlier. Focus lies on the respondents explanations,             

understandings of events, patterns and behaviors, which was our goal to obtain in this study               

(ibid.). An issue which may arise within the choice of a semi-structured interview form, is the                

interpretations of the respondents words. As mentioned previously, more detailed information           

and better visions of the respondents opinions can be provided by using open questions.              

However, there is also a risk of slightly changing the distinction of their words when               

interpreting (Denscombe, 2018). We still chose to use this kind of interview form as this               

would overall provide the most widespread knowledge, still with depth. We furthermore,            

chose to employ an interview guide (Appendix 1) in both English and Swedish. English was               

the primary choice as the study is based on an international company and that could enhance                

the possibility of acquiring a preferable sampling. However, the company is essentially            

Sweden based and many of the respondents are thus also Swedish natives, so as to make it                 

easier for them to answer as true and relaxed as possible, without having to search for words                 

in another language for instance, interviews were also held in Swedish and thereafter             

translated into English. Consequently, the idea was to avoid language barriers in the             

interviews and instead manage any issues in the work afterwards, where there was more time               

to analyze and understand.  

 

2.2.1 Observation 

As the aim with this study was to study the phenomenon of A-FOs, we decided to                

additionally implement an observation, to be able to get a more thorough view. While the               

interviews gave plenty of information, we felt the need of observing the environment             

 



ourselves. Thus, we were occasionally situated at the offices a while longer, in connection to               

the interviews, and worked from the areas where external guests are allowed. Observation as              

a research method regards studying a situation as it happens and furthermore, to collect data               

from the situation (Denscombe, 2018). The situations are independant and does not take the              

researcher into consideration, hence, the aim is to obtain data regarding regular or normal              

occurrences without disturbing the environment. It is important to mention that personal            

factors may influence the perception within an observation and therefore could be considered             

unreliable. However, as we were both present during the observations we acquired two             

perceptions and versions of the situation, whereas our description concludes the notions            

which corresponded to one another and therefore, eliminated variations dependent on our            

individual psychological factors (ibid.). 

 

2.2.2 Selection 

The study is based on a non-probability sampling, more specifically, a convenience            

sampling. This implies that people or organizations participating in the study has been chosen              

by their availability at the time. Hence, all included in the population did not have the same                 

prerequisites to participate and therefore, they might not be representative of the population as              

a whole (Bryman and Bell, 2011; Halvorsen, 1992). However, since our study is not meant to                

generalize, but instead to find true opinions and perspectives, this sampling was considered             

valuable for the study. Therefore, it is more of an explorative selection, as the respondents are                

chosen based on their expertise within A-FO’s and their experiences, rather than being             

ultimately representative. To clarify, the population in this study consists of employees            

working within Activity-based Flexible Offices in Stockholm, at a large international           

company. Hence, the convenience sampling was used when choosing company as well. Since             

the study however is based on an employee perspective, we considered employees on any              

hierarchical level to be a good choice. By including a selection of employees, with different               

genders and from different teams for instance, it was possible to ensure a more varied               

selection. Thus, the six respondents range between different teams and hierarchical levels,            

such as agents, specialists, managers and senior managers within Service Center’s fraud            

detection team, payments team, tech support and additionally Learning & Leadership’s           

Organizational Development and internal communication platforms.  

 

 



2.2.3 Data Collection 

The study is mainly based on interviews with respondents, thus, being our primary data              

collection. To be able to make comparisons and draw conclusions in the analysis, a wide               

range of secondary data has additionally been studied and managed. Our main source of              

secondary data contains the Activity-based Flexible Office Model, which summarizes          

previous research on employee perception within A-FOs and is furthermore a sort of             

foundation for our study. The model was used to analyze the results and examine possible               

connections between our study and the model. However, the A-FO-M is new and not yet a                

given model, whereas it should be seen as a model towards a theoretical framework in the                

means to entwine the whole field. As we found other notions within this field to be important,                 

yet not prominently researched within the A-FO-M, we created a set of themes based on all                

previous research. Thereafter, it was important for us to further explain the themes and              

concepts within the themes, with additional research to get a more general, yet also profound               

view. Based on that research, we defined the themes more clearly regarding how they were               

used in our study. 

 

2.2.4 Credibility 

A more profound analyze was done surrounding a few specific concepts to verify the              

credibility in the study. To furthermore establish how decisions, environments and interviews            

have been interpreted and additionally, if it has been done correctly throughout the study, the               

concept of reliability was implemented. It is, nevertheless, also an interesting concept            

whereas to ensure that the same or similar results would arise if the study was to be                 

implemented once more (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Regarding reliability from the interviews, it             

is vital to mention that the data is based on what people say and not what they do and those                    

two factors do not always correspond. Thus, it is not with certainty that the truth will be                 

spoken. However, the data can easier be controlled whereas a face-to-face interview is taking              

place (Denscombe, 2018). Transferability is a concept used to examine the possibility to             

generalize and thus, if it would function similarly within different cases (Bryman & Bell,              

2011). As this has been a case study on one single company, in one environment, and                

furthermore also with a phenomenological approach, it is hard to say if there is even a slight                 

possibility to use the exact same approach on another company and still gain a similar result.                

Although, it is important to once again note that it was not the aim of the study to make                   

 



generalizations. Lastly, the concept of confirmation should be implemented, to make sure that             

objectivity is used throughout the study and that it has not been permeated by personal values                

and opinions (Bryman & Bell, 2011; Denscombe, 2018). On this note, we have implemented              

the interviews without asking too leading questions and attempted to give most of the space in                

the interview to the respondents. 

 

2.2.5 Process & Disposition 

The duration of this study was from February until May 2019, thus, implemented throughout              

four months. The process of the study has been executed thoroughly by first of all finding                

previous research mainly within the area of A-FOs, yet also employee perspective and             

additionally the chosen themes. Since our study is somewhat based on the A-FO model, a lot                

of the reading done has been regarding this topic and will therefore, also be our literary                

review. After getting in contact with the Office manager at Klarna and thereafter, acquiring              

approval to use the company in the study, an interview guide was created to be able to initiate                  

interviews. The interviews were recorded and implemented with both researchers present,           

whereas one was interviewing and the other taking notes and adding certain questions if              

needed. The interviews took place on the two different offices on various days, depending on               

the respondents availability and lasted around 35-45 minutes. Furthermore, the interviews           

were transcribed to not miss any important aspects mentioned, to make it easier to analyze the                

data and additionally, because of the importance of avoiding misinterpretations (Denscombe,           

2018). The transcriptions have been coded to identify recurring ideas and thoughts within the              

themes, for instance. 

 

The ideas and models found in previous research were explained further in the theoretical              

framework and later on connected to the results. This as to find or show a relationship                

between them and furthermore, to see if there were any correspondence or aberrations for              

instance. Hence, the analysis will take place simultaneously with the results, as to ease the               

understanding while reading and avoid misleading interpretations. The results and analysis           

are structured based on the themes as to simplify the reading. Conclusions are thereafter,              

drawn from the results and analysis, nevertheless, also discussed further.  

 

 



2.3 Critique 

The choice of company can be discussed due to the personal involvement, however, the main               

purpose of the study was to examine a larger international company, which Klarna is. The               

respondents have not been selectively chosen by the authors (personal connections), however            

to not intentionally concentrate on a specific group, the authors have tried to get such a wide                 

variety as possible by having respondents of all types of for instance ages, work experience,               

titles.  

 

In terms of age, there may also be an issue concerning whether to include employees of                

different ages or not. For instance, older respondents who have had more work related              

experience might have a more distinct image on their preferences concerning office type.             

Whereas younger employees and first time employees in particular, may not have had as              

much experience of different offices. Although, as it is of interest within the study to obtain                

true-to-life experiences from employees, it is essential to include people with different            

perspectives. 

 

The topic of managerial issues is important to discuss as well. To include employees with               

different positions in the hierarchy of the organization can be essential for the variety of               

perspectives, however, it is vital to mention how the themes may be interpreted. Hence,              

certain types of questions have been complex to ask. Employees on a senior manager level               

may for instance answer questions regarding leadership as to shine a light on themselves.              

Therefore, it was important to also include employees of a lower hierarchical level to get their                

perspective on the theme. Employees of a lower hierarchical level may furthermore, be             

restrained due to the fear of being exposed, thus resulting in the study providing the               

opportunity of being anonymous.  

 

Within this type of interviews (semi-structured), it is hard to establish absolute objectivity.             

However, we have to our best abilities attempted to let the respondent answer as freely as                

possible without interfering and we mainly asked additional question to lead the respondents             

towards a more extended and profound view. The attempt, additionally, concerns our            

interpretation as well.  

 

 



The diversity within the company due to its size is also something speaking for Klarna as                

highly appropriate to examine. Therefore, the choice of company is not as problematic as it               

first may seem. If anything, it is rather considered an advantage.  

 

Regarding the phenomenological approach there are certain advantages of usage. Among           

other things, it consist of how an individual’s description of an experience can contribute to               

an interesting story, which many people often can relate to (Denscombe, 2018). Furthermore,             

it offers the possibility of reflecting upon complex matters, whereas the researcher can get a               

deeper understanding from detailed descriptions. However, disadvantages also exist, such as           

the fact that the phenomenological approach can be associated with descriptions and not             

analysis, which can be regarded as frivolous by some. Although, Denscombe (2018), explains             

that this critique may not be legitimate within all situations, as it is possible to evolve                

explanations as an analysis. However, phenomenology can explore a deeper sense of an             

experience, which can result in an understanding previously not thought of. Certain critique             

has previously occurred regarding importance of aspects researched within this method, as it             

focuses on daily matters. Some may interpret those aspects as trivial or relatively unimportant              

compared to larger questions, within for instance international relations or economic growth            

(ibid.). Although, we believe it is important to obtain the individual's experiences as true as               

possible, thus, it is vital to note even the smaller aspects, which at some point may be trivial.  

 

2.4 Ethical Standpoints 

When completing a qualitative research based on interviews, it is important to take certain              

ethical questions into consideration. Especially presently, when the General Data Protection           

Regulations, more known as GDPR, have been implemented. Not only is it necessary to              

inform all people involved in the study of its purpose, about what their contribution will be                

used for and that participation is voluntary. However, confidentiality is equally important, in             

terms of clarifying how personal data will be used and for how long (Bryman and Bell, 2011).                 

This information includes “ordinary” data such as names, but more specifically also sensitive             

information such as ethnic origin or opinions (The Swedish Data Protection Authority, n/a).             

Therefore, we implemented informational letters (Appendix 2), which was sent to the            

respondents prior to the interviews, to explain their part in the study and also to inform them                 

of their rights. Whereas, we also had the respondents sign a consent form (Appendix 3) where                

 



approval was given for usage and recording of the interviews. However, to continue on the               

ethical standpoints and in connection to GDPR, we chose to maintain our respondents’             

anonymity to further make sure that their personal data would not be used wrongly. We,               

therefore, use fictitious names when presenting the results, as to make sure that the              

respondents would give true answers, without any pressure to say what might be expected for               

instance. Since there was no particular interest of the individuals themselves, participating in             

this study, the anonymity has not been an issue. The only information taken into consideration               

during the research was gender and work positions, whereas this information was used in the               

attempt to obtain a realistic selection. However, it was important for us to use this data with                 

discretion, which furthermore, was another reason as to why we chose to give the participants               

the opportunity of for instance, anonymity (Johannessen & Tufte, 2003).  

  

 



3. Theoretical Framework  

3.1 The Activity-based Flexible Office Model  

Through our research within the topic, we have discovered that previous articles and literature              

within the field are scattered. Thus being, there is no universal theory or model within the                

field, nor is there any notion or idea more dominant than the other. The authors have therefore                 

engaged in a comprehensive reading set, which conclusively, made it possible distinguishing            

data suited for the present study and its aim. Thus, leading us to the following outcome; The                 

implementation of the A-FO-model, constituted and presented in 2017 by Wohlers and            

Hertel. The model has been implemented almost to its fullest, however some components             

have consciously been left out due to them not being applicable on the present study and its                 

configuration.  

 

In 2017, Wohlers and Hertel presented a theoretical framework in their dissertation on             

psychological mechanisms that might explain how A-FOs impact employees at work. The            

model is called the Activity-based Flexible Office Model, the A-FO-M, and includes the             

aspect of the individuals, the teams and the organizations. It examines the effects or              

consequences from both a short term and a long term perspective, see table 1. The framework                

is considered useful due to two main reasons. i) It is the most prominent attempt in terms of                  

providing a theoretical framework on how an A-FO may affect employees. ii) It includes the               

factors that, according to the authors, previously have been identified in employee research             

within A-FOs. Hence, the majority, or at least the most dominant factors previously stressed              

within research, are incorporated. 

 

Due to the field overall being conflicting and remaining under researched, the authors have              

indeed needed to implement and combine research from other fields into the model, such as               

work and organizational psychology. These models were, as understood, not connected to            

A-FOs, however, many models were connected to open-plan offices and cellular offices.            

Wohlers & Hertel (2017) argued for this choice of theory by explaining that since the field of                 

A-FO research is small, one needs to turn to the second closest one, namely open plan offices,                 

whereas more data is articulated. Research about cellular offices was also implemented so             

 



that a contrast could be made, though also, so that the presented presumptions could be               

thoroughly explained for why or why not they may be justified (ibid.). 

 

 

Table 1. The Activity-based Flexible Office Model, A-FO-M (Wohlers & Hertel, 2017, p. 470) See Appendix 4. 

 

The A-FO-M initially states which features an A-FO possesses, whereas the authors present             

the following; Openness of Main Work Environment, Flexible Use of Activity Related Work             

Locations, Desk Sharing, Information & Communication Technology (Wohlers & Hertel,          

2017). It is explained that these features have been the most prominent in previous literature               

and these features were the ones having most fundamental impact on the next step of the                

model; the working conditions of employees. The working conditions were listed as            

territoriality, autonomy, privacy, proximity and visibility (ibid.) and were considered the most            

studied topics within office design research whereas they will be presented in the following              

(Wohlers & Hertel, 2017). 

 

 



3.1.1 Territoriality  

In terms of territoriality, it is stressed that A-FOs supposedly discard employees opportunities             

of personalization and feelings of ownership (Wohlers & Hertel, 2017). This is, such as the               

authors present, mainly due to two reasons. One being, that the nature of the office type is                 

highly dependent on rotation, thus enabling employees to carry on items as a way to mark                

their boundaries (Elsbach, 2003; Wells, 2000, see Wohlers & Hertel, 2017). Secondly, it is              

also due to A-FOs not offering private individual roms. The presumption therefore states that              

employees within A-FOs experience lower levels of territoriality than employees who have            

assigned workstation (ibid.), inevitably resulting in negative consequences for an employees           

well-being, job satisfaction, though also, performance (Wohlers & Hertel, 2017). 

 

Concerning teams, it is found that employees who feel a strong connection to a team               

experience more job satisfaction and higher motivation, both in terms of expressing identity,             

though also due to social reasons (Wohlers & Hertel, 2017). In for instance cellular offices               

and some open offices, the presence of visible markers can help mediate such a team               

belonging and are furthermore, easy to see and define. Due to the nature of A-FOs however,                

there are no such visible markers. Hence, employees within A-FOs may find it hard to be part                 

of such a group and this will in the long term also have consequences for one’s motivation                 

and well-being (ibid.). Something interesting to point out is the authors reference to Millward,              

Haslam and Postmes (2007) study; Whereas the results of the study conferred that employees              

with assigned work stations identified themselves more with their teams, whilst employees            

with no assigned desk identified themselves more strongly with the organization (ibid.).            

Hence, the A-FO-M stresses that employees who work within an A-FO experience lower             

levels of team satisfaction and report weaker team performance, inevitably identifying           

themselves to a higher degree with the organization (Wohlers & Hertel, 2017). 

 

3.1.2 Autonomy 

The second parameter presented in the theoretical model relates to perception of autonomy.             

One main idea of A-FOs relates to the vast development in information and communication              

technology, which has made it pivotal for organizations to have more ‘smart’ solutions             

(Rolfö, 2018). A-FOs are characterized by high flexibility in terms of choosing workstations             

or surroundings. As most employees only use a laptop, it thus becomes easier to perform your                

 



work from locations outside the office building as well (ibid.). Therefore, it is proposed that               

employees within A-FOs, compared to other office types, experience a greater autonomy due             

to the offices’ high flexibility. The following presumptions therefore becomes natural to state;             

employees within A-FOs who have high autonomy and flexibility experience greater levels of             

job satisfaction, well-being and motivation (Wohlers & Hertel, 2017). Here, the authors also             

draw a parallel to the self determination theory, SDT, which explains that whenever feeling              

free and/or in control of their decisions it will inevitably result in positive outcomes for one’s                

condition and well-being (Ryan & Deci 2000, see Wohlers & Hertel, 2017).  

 

3.1.3 Privacy 

Frequently stressed in previous literature has been that A-FOs may cause distraction,            

inevitably interfering with concentration and productivity. Hence, the third working condition           

highlighted in the A-FO-M is privacy. In the model, privacy is explained as closely related to                

design and architectural structure. Thus being, by architectural privacy positively influencing           

psychological privacy (Oldham & Rotchford, 1983, see Wohlers & Hertel, 2017). This type             

of environment is most common within cellular offices and offers minimal interference and             

distraction in an individual’s work, leading towards their full productivity potential. However,            

open-plan offices do not have the same type of privacy mediators and are therefore, stressed               

to interfere in employees work. This is due to the lack of doors and walls, enabling noise to                  

travel freely through the office (Elsbach & Pratt 2007; Laurence et al., 2013, see Wohlers &                

Hertel, 2017). 

 

These distractions are not only of acoustic nature and/or visual distractions as for instance,              

people walking by, it also relates to the dilemma of being frequently interrupted by              

co-workers. Since employees sit freely and thus ‘openly’ within the office type, it becomes              

easier for employees to disturb one another on a more spontaneous basis. Also, since the               

design of the office type makes it hard to sit in privacy, it additionally becomes difficult to                 

show whenever you do not wish to be disturbed. The closest one can get is by putting in noise                   

cancelling headphones or regular headphones, although there is always the possibility of            

someone come ‘knocking on your back’ (Wohlers & Hertel, 2017). Therefore, it is proposed              

that employees working within A-FOs, in comparison to cellular offices, experience lower            

 



levels of psychological privacy. Whereas employees working within A-FOs, in comparison to            

employees working within open offices, experience comparable levels of privacy (ibid.).  

 

Further on, according to Wohlers and Hertel (2017), the A-FO-M connects well-being,            

satisfaction and motivation to the Job Demands-Resources model, the JD-R model. It is not              

the present study’s aim to explain the model, however, it will be briefly be explored as to                 

understand the authors following stated propositions. The JD-R model is divided into two             

sections; demands and resources and to make a long story short; job demands, such as               

workload and time pressure, may affect employees negatively in the long term whenever not              

fostered properly. Although, if the job resources, such as for instance avoiding visual             

exposure to others, are used rightfully, they may decrease the negative outcomes, thus leading              

to an employees increased feeling of well-being, job satisfaction and motivation. However,            

since A-FOs are to be seen as closely connected to the increase of noises, such as a decrease                  

of privacy and frequent interruptions, it is conferred that the number of job demands exceeds               

the number of perceived job resources for an employee working within an A-FO. Thus,              

leading to negative outcomes and perceptions for an employee (Wohlers & Hertel, 2017).  

 

The presented presumptions here therefore state that employees who work within an A-FO,             

with low levels of privacy, tend to experience lower levels of well-being, job satisfaction,              

motivation and job performance (Wohlers & Hertel, 2017). Due to most A-FOs actually             

providing quiet zones however, the above presumption is only valid whenever employees are             

not using the spaces as suggested. This becomes prominent in the model’s following             

presumption; whenever employees use the workstations as sought out (depending on the            

task’s needs) it will decrease perceived negative effects on well-being, job satisfaction,            

motivation and job performance (ibid.).  

 

3.1.4 Proximity & Visibility  

Physical proximity and visibility is described as the distance between employees and their             

visibility amongst each other within the office (Wohlers & Hertel, 2017). Furthermore,            

A-FOs and open-plan offices increases the likelihood of random and spontaneous encounters,            

in comparison with cellular offices (Kraut, Brennan & Siegel, 2002; Peponis et al. 2007, see               

Wohlers & Hertel, 2017). It is stated that employees working within predetermined            

 



work-stations usually sit together on a daily basis (Wohlers & Hertel, 2017). However,             

employees in an A-FO sit in a rotative nature, whereas it becomes more likely that they sit                 

with unknown people, most often not belonging to their team (ibid.). Nonetheless, a decrease              

in proximity & visibility among team members is on other hand resulting in an increase in                

proximity & visibility amongst non-team members. The authors therefore confer that           

communication and collaboration between non-team members is achieved to a greater extent            

within A-FOs than in offices with assigned desks/workstations (ibid.).  

 

Furthermore, the authors connect to the notion of employees’ experienced team satisfaction            

and team performance, whereas it is believed that employees within A-FOs experience lower             

levels of team satisfaction and team performance than offices with assigned workstations.            

Since employees within A-FOs oftenly can ‘come and go’ as they want, the exposure to team                

members decreases. However, the exposure also decreases due to A-FOs not ensuring that             

team members can sit next to each other, as the required seat may already be occupied.                

Inevitably, all these factors will contribute to a reduced feeling of team belonging (Wohlers &               

Hertel, 2017).  

 

3.1.5 Moderators 

In the A-FO-M it has also been described that there are certain mediators which should be                

kept in mind for the model to be valid and functioning. Task related moderators, person               

related moderators and moderators relating to characteristics of the organization are           

distinguished. 

 

According to Wohlers and Hertel (2017), task related moderators explain the issue with not              

all employees being ‘on board’ on how to properly use the spaces. Also, it is mentioned that                 

depending on which tasks a certain employee is responsible for, it may differ from employee               

to employee on how many spaces being used during a day (ibid.). Thus, an employee with                

high task variety may need to switch constantly and an employee with low task variety may                

not need to switch at all. Wohlers and Hertel (2017) argue that a medium level task variety is                  

sought out, since having to constantly move and experiencing stress from needing to find a               

new place multiple times during a day is time consuming and in the latter, has negative                

effects on well-being and job satisfaction (ibid.). Task related moderators also connect to the              

 



notion of task interdependence, meaning to which extent everyone within a team knows what              

others are doing and whereas it is believed that due to not seeing your team members often                 

(proximity & visibility), employees within A-FOs experience low levels of information           

sharing and lower levels of team performance (Wohlers & Hertel, 2017).  

 

The person related mediators connects to how different personalities and traits among            

employees can impact how a certain employee perceives the office type (Wohlers & Hertel,              

2017). The authors illustrate this by correlating to the Big Five theory, also known as               

OCEAN, and explain that there may be a significant difference between introverts versus             

extroverts and furthermore, what they think of the office and how they behave within it (ibid).                

Introverts may experience a greater problematic in how to organize their day and where to               

sit/stand, whereas extroverts have a greater ability to cope with the different spaces and the               

concept of the office, thus being, by interacting with different people at a continuous basis               

(ibid.). This is due to extroverts finding energy in their surroundings, hence, an extrovert              

actively seeks people to interact with and therefore the A-FO may be a good fit for these                 

individuals (ibid.). On the other hand, introverts may find it hard to cope with the different                

spaces and functions provided within an A-FO. This, as related to their need of being isolated                

and spend time alone, whereas it is in that environment they collect energy (ibid.). Even               

though the A-FO somehow provides isolated spaces, such as quiet rooms, it still has its basis                

in the open plan whereas there is little space for isolation. An A-FO may, therefore, interfere                

with the nature of an extrovert, thus leading to an impaired feeling of well-being, motivation               

and satisfaction (Wohlers & Hertel, 2017).  

 

According to Wohlers and Hertel (2017), gender is mentioned whereas some studies have             

found women feeling less satisfied within the A-FO, while other studies highlights that it is               

men who feel less satisfied. The former relates to the notion of women not being able to                 

personalize their desks, whereas this seems to be of significant importance in order to feel               

satisfied within the office environment. On other hand, however, it has also been presented              

that men might feel unsatisfied with the office type due to their need of expressing status and                 

hierarchy, such as mediated within cellular offices (Wohlers & Hertel, 2017).  

 

 



Further on, Wohlers and Hertel (2017) explain that organizational related moderators concern            

whether an organization is seen as bureaucratic, innovative or supportive. It is contemplated             

that an A-FO has more of a supportive and innovative nature, whereas a supportive culture               

values teamwork, collaboration and is people oriented. Additionally, an innovative culture is            

more result-oriented, risk-taking, creative, stimulating and driving. It is therefore believed           

that due to its supportive and innovative nature, hierarchies and status markers will be              

eliminated and this will eventually bring employees closer together (Wohlers & Hertel, 2017). 

 

Concerning leadership style, the authors argue that they expect managers to fully trust their              

employees in terms of them executing their job. It is also believed that managers are trusting                

their employees in choosing appropriate spaces (Wohlers & Hertel, 2017).  

 

3.2 The Themes Chosen 

After examining previous research in the preceding chapter many interesting aspects were            

discovered. However, since there were some recurring ideas not prominent in the A-FO-M,             

which additionally did explain how an A-FO may affect employees, the present study has              

chosen to implement a new set of themes based on this. The themes thus being; employee                

performance, impact on persona, social work environment and authority & control. Due to             

the chapter not being A-FO extrusive, intercrossing other fields, the authors argue for in what               

way the themes will be used in the analysis as connected to the A-FO at the end of each                   

subheading. This will furthermore make it easier for the reader to process the information,              

though also, enable a greater understanding for the synthesis in the latter.  

 

3.2.1 Employee Performance 

Employee performance is a concept already researched to some point. It includes the aspect              

of performance, which within an individual’s work regards measuring their work activity.            

Employee performance and more specifically, performance by itself, is a term relating to             

various factors (Pawirosumarto, Sarjana & Gunawan, 2017). It is built on, and characterized             

by, a number of components and does not stand alone; 

  
Performance does not stand alone but is related to job satisfaction and compensation,             

influenced by the skills, abilities and individual traits. In other words, employee performance             

 



is determined by the ability, desire and environment. (Pawirosumarto, Sarjana & Gunawan,            

2017) 

 
There are many ways of describing the concept, however, there are some general opinions,              

consisting of performance in both behavior and/or results (Posoldová, 2014). Thus, the            

quality and amount of the individual’s work is what is explained within work performance.              

The concept can, moreover, be explained to result in a connection to the strategic objectives               

of a company, their customer satisfaction and in the end it results in an economic decrease or                 

increase. Goals are, for instance, set to be achieved based on potential in development and to                

be able to reach those goals, it is required to evaluate and control results (Trebuna, 2011). By                 

giving rewards, individuals are motivated to keep working and strive towards the goal.  

 

Furthermore, the productivity of employees should be considered within the theme of            

performance. It is a quite complex concept whereas it is hard to measure. Nevertheless,              

the concept in itself is more straightforward and to put it simple, productivity is              

‘efficiency in production’ and refers to how much output you can obtain from the input               

(Syverson, 2011).  

 

The theme of employee performance is based on the concepts above. However, it will be               

used, from the employees’ perspective, to examine how they perceive their actions within             

this area and at work. Hence, our wish was to explore if certain factors within A-FOs can                 

influence and affect their performance and the employee as an individual.  

 

3.2.2 Impact on Persona 

According to Diener et al (1985), life satisfaction is a constituent, part of subjective              

well-being, whereas it furthermore includes how individuals evaluate their own life and fulfill             

goals and aspirations (Diener, Oishi & Lucas 2003). Individuals have different perceptions of             

situations and values, hence, the judgement is based on life circumstances and is compared to               

what is seen as an ideal standard to the individual themselves (Diener, 1985). By acquiring               

support from social networks, such as family, friends or co-workers, the individual may adapt              

better to the work environment and thereafter also enhance their satisfaction (Jiang & Jiang,              

2015).  

 

 



3.2.2.1 Emotional contagion 

Emotions are an aspect which can affect behavior or how an individual acts, for instance, thus                

being an element of this theme (Hodges, 2016). An individual’s attitude can be influenced by               

emotional reactions, caused by events at work for instance. Moreover, emotions will inspire             

actions, which can either hinder or help a co-worker. Hence, an unexpected and positive              

action can result in a positive reaction or impact on a co-worker and vice versa. Small details                 

such as these can over time ultimately affect an employee’s work satisfaction, whereas it is               

important not to ignore emotions, but try to understand them (ibid.). To continue, emotions              

are also seen as contagious, hence, the concept of ‘emotional contagion’. Both verbally and              

non-verbally, these emotions can be transferred or adopted by others in the team, department              

or organization, precisely like a virus. For instance, managers tend to spread their emotions              

and ideas further down the hierarchy, whereas it is not only important to have knowledge of                

the employees’ emotions, yet also their own. If a negative atmosphere was to spread through               

the organization, attitudes within the company could suffer just as much as the performance              

would (ibid.).  

 

Hodges (2016) further speak of four theoretical perspectives which can explain this further.             

‘The biological perspective’ is based on Charles Darwin’s book The Expression of the             

Emotions in Man and Animals, published in 1872 (see Hodges 2016), and discusses how              

“basic emotional responses” are connected to generic heritage and that human beings            

therefore are set to act emotionally. To clarify, this perspective is based on how external               

factors, such as an individual or situation, can result in a physiological reaction; for instance,               

how an individual connects a smile on someone’s face to them being happy (ibid.). The               

second perspective contains ‘appraisal’, where the emotions are not seen as psychologically            

important until they are interpreted and valued from what an individual hears or sees. If a                

work situation is valued negatively, the individual’s objectives will not be achieved resulting             

in negative emotions. Whereas, a positive event contrastingly will lead to actualizing goals             

and thus, evoke positive emotions (ibid.). Emotion as a social perspective is thirdly             

considered, seen as a social phenomena, both shaped and mediated culturally. In contrast to              

the biological perspective, it means that relationships and social interactions causes emotions            

to arise. If connected to the work environment, emotions can be seen as socially constructed,               

due to emotions often being a result of an event or situation at work. Furthermore, feedback                

 



from a manager can result in pride, sadness or anger for instance (ibid.). The last perspective                

regards the possibility of emotions being learnt by experience. An individual is interpreting             

situations from previous experiences every day. As Hodges (2016) writes, “learning informs            

individuals of the ways in which they relate to others” which furthermore, gives them              

opportunities to understand their emotions and thereafter, act according to whatever feel right             

to those. Hence, increased understanding is a result of learning and can also cause an               

individual to reconsider emotions (ibid.).  

 

Impact on persona including emotional contagion is, in this study, used to explore if A-FOs               

have an impact on an employee’s persona, such as their behavior, person and/or personal              

life. For instance, if the people within the office can influence others to obtain similar               

emotions or behaviors. 

 

3.2.3 Social Work Environment 

To retain yet also maintain relationships can be demanding, regardless if it concerns two or               

more people (Bolman & Deal, 2013). Hence, a group of people can originate frustration              

among the participants.  

 

As part of the social work environment, ‘employee satisfaction’ is a concept often heard of. It                

is a dynamic concept defined as a “job attitude or emotional response to a type of existing                 

situation”, although, more generally spoken, it includes personal evaluation and individual           

needs (Koustelios & Bagiatis, 1997; Yee, Yeung & Cheng 2008). It furthermore, refers to              

how and if work environments meets employees’ wishes and needs (Van der Voordt, 2004).  

 

Another notion within satisfaction is the ‘work satisfaction’, which is explained as a work              

experience resulting in a positive emotion by Locke (1976). Saari and Judge (2004) concludes              

in their research that since emotions seems to be connected to evaluations, both emotion and               

attitude towards evaluations of the individuals work is included in the concept of ‘work              

satisfaction’. There is plenty of existing research which recognizes the attitude and emotion as              

synonymous, including Hulin (1991), Locke (1976) and Vroom (1964) to name a few             

researchers. However, Weiss (2002) has expressed his concern of not differentiating the two             

notions of emotion and attitude, since it includes disregarding certain aspects of them both.              

 



Hence, it additionally disregards research concluded within the two notions. Work           

satisfaction can be seen as an attitude, however the attitude should be defined by the               

researcher, as every researcher has their own opinion (ibid.). Although, Weiss (2002) lastly             

concludes that the definition could be “a positive (or negative) evaluative judgment one             

makes about one's job or job situation.” (Weiss, 2002).  

 

Researchers speak of three theoretical models regarding the connection between work and life             

satisfaction matter. To begin with, ‘the spillover model’ based on feelings and how they spill               

over to another area of life, both negative or positive (Wiener, Vardi & Muczuh 1981). Judge                

& Watanabe (1994) continues this discussion by saying that since work is an important part               

of an individual’s life, it is inevitable that the two somehow will affect one another and that                 

they furthermore will be affected both ways. Hence, according to Saari and Judge (2004) an               

individual’s work satisfaction can not be controlled entirely by an organization, as some parts              

of their work satisfaction or dissatisfaction concerns a spillover from the life satisfaction             

(Saari & Judge, 2004). The second model, ‘the compensation model’, is contrastingly based             

on a negative relationship between life and work satisfaction (George & Brief, 1990). To              

specify, it can involve an experience regarding an individual’s dissatisfaction at work,            

whereas this individual most likely will compensate the dissatisfaction outside of work,            

seeking happiness within life experiences instead (George & Brief, 1990; Saari & Judge,             

2004). Thirdly, ‘the segmentation model’ is based on the fact that there is no connection               

between the two satisfactory notions and more specifically, that the individuals can separate             

work from non-work. Hence, life and work experiences are disconnected and moreover, has             

minor impact on one another (Saari & Judge, 2004). 

 

Group dynamic, a center part of the social process, can be explained “by which people               

interact and behave in a group environment” (Johns, 2005). Furthermore, these behaviors and             

interactions are affected by for instance personalities. A group is, nevertheless, explained as             

“personalities with different characteristics, needs and influences.” (ibid.). There are certain           

functions which a group is set out to perform on, which in turn can affect both effectivity and                  

productivity. The main goal of creating a group is the function of tasks. It is, however,                

important to mention that a group’s effectiveness does not happen out of nowhere, it needs               

constant improvement and work (ibid.). 

 



 

3.2.3.1 Organizational Culture 

In general, this concept originates from the word ‘culture’, which originally introduced “the             

cultivation of human beings” (Hatch & Cunliffe, 2013). Further on, the essence of ‘culture’              

was somewhat evolved and came to include certain cultural differences such as beliefs,             

behaviors, values, goals and how they “make up the way of life of a people”. Consequently,                

the new definition eventuated into organizational culture, similarly defined as “the way of life              

within an organization” (ibid.). To clarify, the concept is today based on shared values and               

norms, which controls the employees’ interactions, both internally and externally (Jones,           

2013), making employees work towards a similar goal (Eriksson-Zetterquist, Kalling &           

Styhre, 2014).  

 

From research implemented by Robert Cooke & J.C. Lafferty (2003) the organizational            

culture can be divided into three separate groups (see Hatch & Cunliffe, 2013). The              

constructive organizational cultures are, to start with, culture types based on achievement,            

self-actualizing and related norms. Secondly, there are passive-defensive organizational         

cultures correlated to norms regarding approval, reliance and avoidance (ibid.). The           

constructive cultures are often positively associated to employees motivation, job satisfaction           

and teamwork for instance, whereas the passive-defensive cultures are negatively connected           

to them. The third and last group accounts for the aggressive-defensive organizational            

cultures, which are maintained by norms of power, competition and perfectionism for            

instance (ibid.). This group shows positive correlations with stress levels and negative            

correlations regarding quality of work relations and customer service (ibid.). To conclude, the             

‘organization as a culture’ was created as an alternative to metaphorically demonstrate what             

an organization actually is instead of what it has (Eriksson-Zetterquist, Kalling & Styhre,             

2014; Bolman & Deal, 2013). Meaning, the organization does not have a culture, it is a                

culture.  

 

The theme of social work environment therefore consists of impressions on group belonging,             

how communication and collaboration between co-workers function, yet also, satisfaction          

within the organization, to name a few examples.  

 

 



3.2.4 Authority & Control  

Focus within leadership today is drawn from the one individual towards relations and context.              

(Bolman & Deal, 2013). There is a constant debate whether leadership comes from a leader’s               

personal qualities, behavior, or if it comes from the leader’s beliefs, resulting in followership              

(Grint, 2004). It can furthermore, be seen as one individual’s possibility to influence people              

towards a common goal by seeking voluntary participation from employees, with the aim of              

achieving the organization’s goals (Northouse, 2004). Or someone in charge, with authority            

to make decisions.  

 

Power distance is, moreover, a factor within the relationship between a manager and             

employee. It includes authority and to what degree individuals feel that managers should be              

able to influence employees. Although, also to which extent employees should be able to              

challenge their managers (Earley & Erez, 1997). To name a few situations where power              

distance orientations are not compatible, firstly, a manager with high power distance is often              

not approachable when it comes to employees’ emotions (Vidyarthi, Anand & Liden, 2014)             

and the power distance preferences of employees can in turn improve or decrease the              

manager’s authority (Lian, Ferris & Brown, 2012; Ramaswami, Huang & Dreher, 2014). In             

contrast, a second situation, mentioned by Earley and Erez (1997), would show that a              

manager with low power distance can give an employee autonomy by encouraging them to              

take part in decision-making processes. Although, if the employee has a high power distance              

a conflict can arise, as the employee most often wishes to be directed by their manager and                 

not vice versa. The low power distance employees, however, wishes to be consulted by their               

managers and feel appreciated, which might not happen with a high power distance manager              

(ibid.). Thus, in a compatible orientation within power distance, an employee with high power              

distance appreciates a manager with more authority (Clugston, Howell & Dorfman, 2000). A             

manager on low power distance often considers the thoughts and ideas from the employees              

(Chen, Zhang & Wang, 2014), which in turn can unearth an employee’s preferences, making              

it easier for the manager to give support according to those (Chen, Liao & Wen, 2014).  

 

Research has, furthermore, shown that leadership styles can influence the commitment of an             

organization and work satisfaction positively. Moreover, that work satisfaction, in turn, can            

influence both organizational commitment and work performance positively. The behavior of           

 



a leader can influence and affect the employees’ trust satisfaction within the organization,             

thus, their commitment to the organization can be affected. Hence, the relation between             

leadership style and organizational commitment can, furthermore, be enhanced or diminished           

directly (Podsakoff et al., 1990). 

 

Authority & Control is a topic which the A-FO-M does not particularly include, which is one                

of the main reasons as it is necessary to examine further. Thus, regarded as employees’               

opinions on leadership style, management and functions. For instance, if they believe that             

there may be a connection between the office type and leadership or if there could be a                 

feeling of support or in contrast, monitoring by the managers within the office type. 

 

3.3 Synthesis 

 

 

 
Table 2 - Our synthesis 

 



 
From the A-FO-M implemented by Wohlers and Hertel (2017), we found the concepts of              

‘Working conditions’ and ‘Moderators’ as important to the field of A-FO research. However,             

as we saw some aspects within these concepts not fully developed and more prominent within               

other research, we felt a need of combining these as to bring more value, though also clarity,                 

into the field. To be more precise, the four themes were created based both on the A-FO-M                 

yet also other previous research, with the purpose of contributing towards a more profound              

field of research, whereas the themes were explored to their primary essence. The working              

conditions were divided into the themes according to similarities within the A-FO-M and             

preceding research. 

 

  

 



4. Findings & Analysis 

4.1 The Structure of the Klarna Offices 

First of all, we believe it is important to explain our understanding of the office structure                

based on what the respondents have mentioned. Both Klarna XS and XL are primarily built as                

A-FOs, where an open office landscape is implemented. They, furthermore, have meeting            

rooms where more privacy is possible and they also have many ‘sofa areas’ which can be                

used for shorter meetings, one-on-one meetings or to alter workspaces. The kitchen area is              

used by many employees as it has a somewhat different atmosphere than the desk areas. One                

of the respondents mentioned that a few employees work in the kitchen area all day to be                 

available and so others easily can find them. There are also phone booths available, for the                

ones in need of talking privately. However, Klarna have implemented a somewhat specific             

type of A-FO as the office is separated within departments or teams. A team has their own                 

desk area and within this area you have a flexible seating. Although, in certain teams, it is                 

more convenient to work on the same spot each day and therefore, they do not change desks                 

from day to day. For these teams, sitting at the same spot can increase the productivity and as                  

Syverson (2011) mentioned, that includes the amount of output achieved from the input.             

Meaning, if sitting at the same spot increases input, it will furthermore also increase the               

output, making the team more efficient. Some teams, however, may consist of 9 people but               

only have 6 desks appointed to their team, thus other workspaces are needed for the days                

when all are present at the office. 

 
4.2 Observation of the Klarna Offices 

When walking into Klarna XL one is met by a large, fresh and new space, although somewhat                 

impersonal. When arriving, the receptionists greets you and invites you to register on a              

computer before you can sit down on a large sofa. A large wall of multiple TV screens show                  

Klarna commercial repeatedly which attracts focus, as does the large mirrors on another wall.              

While waiting, many employees walk by, entering and leaving the office by walking through              

speed gates. As an external guest the employee needs to help you through these gates as well.                 

No unwanted individuals or customers, for instance, can enter the office, only the reception              

area. A small futuristic corridor takes you into the lounge area where the scent of coffee is                 

quite strong due to the placement of coffee machines. There are 12 meeting rooms in this                

 



external guest area and they all have their own theme inside. As an example, one is data                 

inspired and one is inspired by plants. Even though there are no office areas on this floor, it is                   

hard to evade the noises, regardless if you are in the lounge area or in a meeting room. This,                   

due to the fact that the external meeting rooms are fully booked. We were given the                

opportunity to take the stairs one floor up to get a better look at the office environment. This                  

is where the kitchen area is and even if it is not lunch hour, a certain amount of people are                    

sitting there. It is evident that people work there instead of at their desks, however, it might                 

not be all day long. During lunch hour it is extremely crowded and it is hard to find a free                    

spot to sit down at. We furthermore felt that this office has a very stressful atmosphere. 

 

Coming to Klarna XS is somewhat confusing. The door is locked as they do not have as many                  

external meetings and therefore, the receptionist has to unlock the door for you. The reception               

desk has apparently not arrived yet when we visit the first time and furthermore, the reception                

area is slightly confined. A speed gate is positioned at this office as well, whereas external                

guests are not aloud to stroll around the office, similarly as on Klarna XL. However, entering                

the speed gate takes you straight into the kitchen and lunch area. It is very large, white, airy                  

and has windows in the roof. During lunch hours it is very loud and noisy from chatter, and                  

the scent of food is mixed with coffee. Nevertheless, at any other hour, this room feels very                 

quiet and calm, both regarding the room itself, yet also personality wise. There are five               

external meeting rooms located in the kitchen area and opposed to Klarna XL, these meeting               

rooms are very basic, without any themes. During our time observing, we did not see very                

many external guests, which furthermore, is another contrast to Klarna XL. On our final visit               

on Klarna XS they have started building the reception desk. It is not fully finished yet,                

however, one already feels more welcome than before and without doubt, it already feels              

more professional as well.  

 
4.3 Employees Perceptions of the Klarna Offices  

4.3.1 Characteristics of the Respondents  

An introduction of the respondents is considered necessary to achieve a better understanding             

of the results and analysis. However, as anonymity of the respondents has been implemented,              

we do not wish to be too specific within all aspects, whereas factors such as team and age has                   

been left out. Although, the respondents position can show an indication of experience.  

 



 

Respondent Current office Position Other 

Nathalie Klarna XS Specialist Previously worked 
on Klarna XL 

Tom Klarna XS Agent Previously worked 
on Klarna XL 

Anna Klarna XS Specialist Previously worked 
on Klarna XL 

Fredrik Klarna XL Manager Has only worked on 
Klarna XL 

Emma Klarna XL Specialist Has only worked 
within Klarna XL 

Daniel Klarna XL Senior Manager Has only worked 
within Klarna XL 

 
Table 3 - Characteristics of the Respondents 
 
4.3.2 Analysis of Employee Performance 

Fredrik was quite clear of the fact that he has to choose if he needs a productive or a social                    

day. Being at the Klarna XL is not optimal if he wishes to get work done, in those cases he                    

would rather work from home where he has all of the features needed or instead, consider a                 

whole day of meetings. Fredrik explains that whenever planning meetings, he consciously            

seeks to have them all in one day. This is as he would probably lose the desk he took in the                     

morning if a meeting as short as 30 minutes was planned during the day. This problematic is                 

also stressed within the A-FO-M, whereas it is believed that due to the offices              

interchangeable nature it may have inhibitory effects and is further on, time consuming.             

Although, he also states that if he wishes to socialize or meet face-to-face he would go to the                  

Klarna XL office. To continue on the theme of productivity, Nathalie explains that “when I               

work here [Klarna XS office] I would say I am more focused” whereas she also emphasizes                

the face-to-face communication which is attained at the office. Daniel too, is positive about              

being more productive at the Klarna XS office, yet mentions that easy and repetitive tasks or                

creating a presentation is possible to complete from home, as you wish to avoid being               

disturbed when conducting these tasks. 

 

 



Nevertheless, the offices are additionally regarded as contrasting when speaking of the level             

of sound. Klarna XS is a more quiet office, according to Nathalie, whereas Klarna XL is very                 

noisy, making it hard to focus as stated by Fredrik, who further mentioned that he has a hard                  

time concentrating due to the constant distractions. A possible connection to employee            

performance can be done here, as distractions might slow down efficiency, which Fredrik also              

stated as an issue for him. However, Nathalie, who does not notice noise distractions is not                

bothered by slow efficiency. The quiet space at Klarna XS might even be good for her                

efficiency. Both Daniel, Emma and Tom had the solution of using headphones or listening to               

own music if the background noise got too loud, though Fredrik disagreed and did not have                

the impression that it helped him. Although, always coping with the ‘fear’ of having someone               

come knocking on your back, such as Tom expressed, the use of headphones can somewhat               

reduce the possibility of unwished distractions, if not in the long term, then at least for a                 

while. To continue connecting concentration to efficiency, this will also have significant            

consequences since, such as Emma conferred, she sometimes does not even have the time to               

finish all the things on her to do list due to these regular interruptions, inevitably causing                

stress for the next work day.  

 

Advantages connected to A-FOs include Daniel’s idea of closeness to other co-workers and             

that it is easy to hear what others are saying, meaning that you easily can help out with                  

connections or expertise, if they speak of something within your knowledge for instance.             

Whereas, the chain of questions is shortened and immediately answered by someone with             

knowledge, this could increase efficiency, enhancing work performance (Posoldová, 2014;          

Trebuna, 2011). However, as the A-FO-M stated, it may rather be seen as an issue; to                

constantly hear what others speak about may increase the noisy environment, which Fredrik             

and Tom also mentions.  

 

Continuing on Tom, he was one of few respondents who expressed a solution for the dilemma                

regarding being frequently interrupted within the Klarna XS office. While the interview was             

taking place, it became prominent that this was something he had given much thought about               

due to it being so problematic and frustrating for him. The issue arose in connection to the                 

new group of employees who recently had joined their team. He expressed the wish of having                

one appointed person responsible for taking care of all of the questions from new employees.               

 



Or perhaps that all the new employees gathered their questions during a whole day and               

thereafter, presented them at the end of the day together. When asking Tom more specifically               

how they cope with new team members and if not everyone had a ‘buddy’ who helped them                 

in the beginning, Tom explained that the manager within his team is responsible for all new                

employees and that he or she is the one supposed to answer all questions. However, as Tom                 

further on explains, the manager is almost always away from the office, whereas the new               

employees have needed to turn to others within their team, thus Tom included. This has               

created problems and he did not feel that putting in earphones would help, nor did it feel right                  

for him to try to ‘hide’, or sit somewhere else, since, as he explained, “they are also human’’                  

and everyone has been new at some point, thus, it would be selfish to not help them out                  

either. Tom also mentioned it becomes particularly natural for the new employees to ask him               

since he is one of the employees within the team who has been there the longest. However,                 

both Daniel and Fredrik mentioned that ‘buddies’ do exist in their teams and that they are                

supposed be an extra security for the new employee. 

 

The A-FO-M also stresses the notion of autonomy, whereas it is believed that employees              

working within A-FOs experience high levels of autonomy. This is, according to our study’s              

findings, valid. All of the respondents said that they are able to work from home and plan                 

their days as they themselves wish. Some respondents worked from home significantly more             

than others, though as understood, this was due to the nature of their work/tasks, whereas               

some respondents’ daily assignments demanded a higher presence within the office than            

others, hence, it did not relate to them not being able/allowed of their managers to work from                 

home. Also, some of the respondents expressed a strong need of the big screens provided               

within the office. Fredrik had even bought his own equipment to have at his house. Though                

others, such as Anna, did not express they needed the big screens thus they were able to work                  

from home without their ‘standard’ equipment. In the case of Anna however, she further on               

expressed that even though she indeed had the possibility of working from home and is aware                

of the fact that whenever she does asks, she will always get permission, she did not do it as                   

often as others. Other respondents worked more frequent from home, such as Tom for              

instance, who expressed the nature of his tasks being highly similar to Annas in terms of                

needing to be at the office. 

 

 



4.3.3 Analysis of Impact on Persona 

Nathalie mentioned that she usually and originally is an introvert and shy person, yet that she                

becomes somewhat more extrovert at the Klarna XS office, due to the fact that she becomes                

more confident. One of the notions she urged to highlight was the hierarchy being more equal                

within A-FOs. This can be connected to what was stressed within the A-FO-M concerning              

moderators whereas A-FOs eliminates hierarchies due to the supportive and innovative           

nature. Furthermore, Fredrik mentioned the wish of basically not being at the Klarna XL              

office in general, only when a social context is needed. A link to impact on persona can be                  

found here, as life satisfaction and well-being is an essential part of the theme. By retrieving                

support from social networks, it is easier to adapt to the work environment and thus enhance                

life satisfaction, as Jiang and Jiang (2015) mentioned. To continue, the aspect of emotions              

affecting behavior is quite important here as well, as emotions influence actions (Hodges,             

2016). Whereas, Nathalie being more extrovert at the Klarna XS office felt positive to her,               

making her feel confident in herself. Therefore, this positive event will probably make her              

more active in trying to achieve her goals, thus, also develop positive emotions. Due to the                

fact that emotions and attitudes are contagious according to Hodges (ibid.), Nathalie’s            

positive emotions can furthermore, easily be spread throughout the team and department.            

However, Daniel quite abruptly answered that he could not seem to find any connection at all                

between the office environment at Klarna XL and the impact on his persona.  

 

Further on, the A-FO-M states that in terms of territoriality, an employee should able to               

express self-identity, for instance by using items such as posters and make-up et cetera, as a                

mediator of expressing self identity. Otherwise, they will experience lower levels of job             

satisfaction and well-being. Emma mentioned that whenever moving within the office (Klarna            

XL), she is not able to carry personal belongings with her. This may be seen as inhibitory in                  

terms of not being able to express self-identity. Specifically in the case of gender, whereas               

men have a greater need of expressing status and hierarchy. Though however, relating to the               

notion of men, there was no male respondent considering this as an issue.  

 

Also, to further on continue on the track of territoriality within the A-FO-M, most of the                

respondents expressed that they did feel as part of their team. The A-FO-M did indeed stress                

that employees working within A-FOs, with low levels of territoriality due to the lack of               

 



visible markers, experienced a weaker sense of team belonging. The model further on             

connected to the study made by Millward, Haslam & Postmes (2007), whereas it was found               

that employees working within offices of assigned workstations identified themselves more           

with their teams and employees working within offices with no assigned desks identified             

themselves more with the organization. This is partly valid. Since the employees stressed that              

they do feel a strong sense of team belonging, it is wrong to confer that team belonging only                  

is emerged within offices that have assigned workstations. However, Emma stressed that she             

identifies herself more with the organization (Klarna) rather than with her team. Nonetheless,             

due to only one respondent explicitly stressing this, it increases the chances of the statement               

being a personal preference rather than a universal notion for all the asked respondents within               

Klarna. It may also relate to the fact that Emma’s team was significantly smaller than the                

others.  

 

As Emma mentioned, due to distractions such as noise, she may not always have time to                

finish all tasks which could bring out feelings such as stress and in turn, affect her behavior,                 

as mentioned by Hodges (2016). Sitting close to the team can make others adopt these               

emotions. However, in Fredrik’s case of not being able to concentrate with too many              

distractions, the perspective of ‘appraisal’ within emotional contagion can result in this            

negative event turning into not achieving the results needed or wanted. Something which             

thereafter, could be connected to slower efficiency in terms of employee performance.  

 

4.3.4 Analysis of Social Work Environment 

Office satisfaction was something that a few of the respondents talked about, such as the sofa                

areas with possibility to relax at without being disturbed and which are more available on               

Klarna XS than Klarna XL, as Nathalie mentioned. Furthermore, the sofa area was             

additionally mentioned by Daniel as nice and soft, making it easy to work from anywhere at                

the office. Hence, a more positive opinion on the sofa areas on Klarna XL transpired, as that                 

is where Daniel works. However, the opinions also differed between the respondents. The             

office satisfaction can be connected to Social Work Environment and furthermore, also to             

employee and work satisfaction. To include their personal evaluation and needs (Koustelios            

& Bagiatis, 1997; Yee, Yeung & Cheng 2008), yet also an experience resulting in a positive                

emotion (Locke, 1976), the sofa situation can, in general, enhance or diminish a work              

 



situation for an employee. Although, it may be important to mention that whether the              

outcome is positive or negative can depend on emotions and attitude as well.  

 

Nathalie, moreover, indicated that a feeling of isolation was an issue on Klarna XS, whereas               

many teams recently moved to this quite new office. She further explained it as a fear of not                  

being able to socialize with co-workers and friends from the other office, Klarna XL, where               

her team was previously situated. One example of how this feeling of isolation appeared              

includes a situation on Klarna XL, when the whole Service Center department, as she is part                

of, was excluded from the Swedish classes held at the office, as they apparently were not                

eligible to those. She explains that the concern started already before moving offices,             

however, that it had been enhanced after moving. Likewise, she expressed an interest in              

seeing how the company further would succeed with not only the team belonging, but the               

belonging of the whole company. Thus, it could additionally be connected to employee             

satisfaction. Including the individual’s personal evaluation, wishes and needs, we mentioned           

how this type of satisfaction in the end can affect the environment, the office in this situation,                 

and furthermore be seen as a subjective value. A feeling of isolation, being insecure of their                

role in the company, fear of not being included for instance, are factors which can be seen as                  

to affect the environment negatively. The work satisfaction could, furthermore, also be            

affected negatively by these separating feelings and insecurities. Whereas, if the employee            

satisfaction decreases, their effectiveness and work will probably not develop any positive            

emotions, as we see it. In a worst case scenario, it can furthermore, spill over to their private                  

life, decreasing their life satisfaction and thereafter, also once again spill over to decrease              

their work satisfaction further. A very essential factor is also group belonging, which             

decreases when the fear of isolation increases.  

 

To continue, the aspect of team belonging was mentioned by many of the respondents.              

Everyone had a positive feeling of belonging and some even spoke of being friends with               

co-workers outside of work. Emma even talked about the concept of following each other on               

social media as a marker; “we are quite friendly, [we] follow each other on instagram and we                 

are always chatting, so we have a really good vibe’’. Fredrik also mentioned that “...you               

belong to a team, and then a department” as a statement regarding the team belonging.               

Although, few of the respondents were convinced that it had any connection to the office type                

 



and instead mentioned that it might be based on the company’s distinct structure. The distinct               

structure consists of frequently having meetings together with the team, such as agile team              

practices, plannings and to do lists and as Daniel mentioned, “it gives an extremely strong               

sense of team feeling”. Furthermore, Nathalie states that it is something which the company              

works on from the start of an employment by using what they call the theme of ‘Klarna                 

Check In’, which is the introductional days for new employees. 

 

Along with these lines, it is stressed within the A-FO-M that employees within A-FOs do not                

frequently see their team members, which inevitably decreases the feeling of team satisfaction             

and team belonging. However, due to the respondents feeling as part of their teams, it               

contradicts with the notion that team members do not not see each other, as related to the                 

A-FO-M. Indeed, the case of Klarna is somewhat special since the teams have a certain area                

to share. Further on, in terms of A-FOs increasing encounters with non-team members, this              

notion is verified. Such as Emma stressed, you go through a day seeing people unknown to                

you, whenever moving around, sitting at the sofa areas or the kitchen area et cetera.  

 

Some respondents, as Emma, did however also highlight the consequences of the social work              

environment, such as, the notion of hiding. Emma explained that she sometimes, due to the               

fear of being interrupted, was ‘hiding’ from colleagues by constantly choosing different            

locations to sit at on Klarna XL. Furthermore, choosing spaces she thought others would see               

as ‘astonishing’ within the office. Daniel, too, explained that the easiest way of not being               

disturbed was to choose to sit somewhere unexpected within Klarna XL. This type of              

behaviour (hiding) is not something commonly stressed within the field of A-FOs. In terms of               

the A-FO-M, it is conferred that A-FOs respond to the problematic by offering private rooms               

and quiet zones, wishfully leading to a greater feeling of perceived privacy within the office               

type. It, thus, is rather peculiar that employees i) need to go ‘hide’ to get privacy and ii) do                   

not use the private rooms as stated.  

 

When speaking about communication, Nathalie said with certainty that she believes that            

communication is enhanced within A-FOs and furthermore, it is often mentioned that A-FOs             

are positive in the sense of maintaining connections or creating new ones. As a clear example,                

Nathalie expressed that; 

 



 
You don’t have to open a door to say ‘hello’ and make a joke and then close the door                   

again… You can just walk by someone, make a comment and then you have built a                

connection and then you move on again.  

 

Hence, it is not only important to note that this seems to be quite an open and sociable office                   

type, yet as we see it, it can also be a distraction as mentioned previously. If focused on a task                    

at hand and someone spontaneously walks by giving a comment or asking a questions, since it                

is easy, some may be distracted and therefore, lose time on trying to find focus again, as                 

Fredrik mentioned. Although, these spontaneous comments also include feedback and how it            

may be easier to give quick, short and more frequent answers. Daniel states that as a result of                  

A-FOs being open, it is also easy to overhear things and, as a manager, to observe situations                 

and thereafter, easily give feedback. However, Daniel further continued, giving feedback in            

an open environment might not be desirable and Fredrik adds that the comments given might               

not always be elaborate and thought out. The openness and simplified way of communicating              

could further be connected to organizational culture, as part of the social work environment,              

since it consists of controlling employees’ interactions, making them work towards a similar             

goal (Jones, 2013; Eriksson-Zetterquist, Kalling & Styhre, 2014). Thus, if the openness isn’t             

distracting for employees, it can contrastingly be a positive aspect when working towards the              

similar goal.  

 

Further on, in terms of proximity & visibility, it was stated within the A-FO-M that               

employees working within A-FOs may experience low levels of information sharing within            

their teams and lower levels of team performance due to “reduced sharing of task-relevant              

information and hindered coordination” (Wohlers & Hertel, 2017). However, due to Klarna            

having their daily stand ups, though also, their one-on-one meetings, which is mandatory as              

part of the organization’s structure, it is believed that the respondents do not feel left out or                 

uninformed as originally stated within the A-FO-M.  

 
4.3.5 Analysis of Authority & Control 

Further on, leadership and leadership style was continuously discussed in the interviews,            

whereas a greater part of the respondents were fairly positive towards the fact that the               

managers are sitting together with the team and not in separate rooms. As Fredrik mentioned               

 



“I think most people, including myself, [are] positive about having their manager close by”              

and furthermore, continued by saying that it is a support, since the gap between              

manager-employee is reduced and that the relationship may not be as formal as in other cases.                

A reduced manager-employee relationship can relate to reduced power distance and           

furthermore, to a relationship where both parts can consult each other and where authority is               

on an appreciated level, as Earley and Erez (1997) mentions.  

 

A manager with lower power distance can, further on, easier support the employee by              

considering their thoughts and ideas (Chen, Zhang & Wang, 2014). In this study, we imagine               

that it may additionally ease the communication with the managers for an employee and also,               

for the manager to give feedback as previously mentioned. Daniel mentioned the feeling of a               

decreased power distance within A-FOs due to the mixed seatings. Many respondents, with             

different hierarchical positions, see this as a positive thing. Although, Nathalie was uncertain             

if this had anything to do with the office type or if it more was focused on the managers                   

behavior and person, whereas Fredrik stated “it is 100% based on the person”. As Grint               

(2004) also discusses, there is an ongoing debate regarding leadership style being more             

dependent on the specific individual’s qualities or if it could be dependent on something else.               

Another notion Nathalie mentioned was the fact that the supportive manager she has at Klarna               

today, never evaluate solely on numbers and outcomes, but that quality is equal quantity. This               

supportive role which she explains, can thus indicate that the manager works with a lower               

power distance (Chen, Zhang & Wang, 2014). Nathalie furthermore expressed gratitude for            

the fact that her manager was understanding during the time they moved from Klarna XL to                

Klarna XS, whereas everything felt new and as the productivity and efficiency may have been               

somewhat decreased during this time. She furthermore stated appreciation towards her           

manager for sparing or as she said “sacrificing” 30 minutes every week for a team fika, which                 

she believes increases the feeling of team belonging. Something that is connected to both              

leadership, yet also to social work environment. Whereas Nathalie and Fredrik did not see the               

connection to the office type, Daniel instead mentioned the power distance not being as large               

within A-FOs as within other office types. Thus, there were still somewhat contrasting             

opinions on this regard as well.  

 

 



Overall, the respondents did not express that they felt controlled or supervised by their              

managers. Contrastingly, they felt a great sense of support. This notion is in line with what                

was expected from managers within the A-FO-M. Hence, that the managers would provide             

their employees with a great sense of freedom and trust. 

  

 



5. Discussion 

5.1 Discussion of Findings & Analysis 

Fredrik mentioned that he consciously plan meetings during a whole day to be occupied.              

Hence, he would never plan only one meeting for 30 minutes since there is a risk of someone                  

else having occupied the desk chosen in the morning whenever he returns. In the A-FO-M it                

was stated that employees need to rotate and change spaces depending on how many different               

tasks they perform. However, it is a rather unexplored notion that employees may have to               

switch tasks due to someone else taking the space from you. This interpretation has been               

somewhat clear within other studies, though it has mostly been related to not being able to sit                 

somewhere due to the space already being occupied – prior to your arrival. However now, the                

issue has beared an additional dimension since it now is stressed that you may risk losing                

your space, even though you claimed it in the morning.  

 

Regarding the fact that Tom requested a specific individual responsible for new employees             

whereas others mentioned the use of so called buddies, we can merely speculate. However,              

could this contrasting fact be due to differences between the offices or teams? It could be due                 

to the fact that different teams have different work tasks and therefore, handle the new               

employees thereafter. On the other hand, it may be based on the fact that only one of the                  

offices use buddies, as to help the manager out. This problem can further also be connected to                 

the notion of autonomy. Thus having to be there to help new employees out, may decrease the                 

autonomy, which is a factor considered to be one of the most striking ‘positive’ features of an                 

A-FO. Hence, after having performed the interviews, it becomes prominent that there are             

other factors than the offices’ features, as for instance occupied spaces, which may prevent              

autonomy inevitably interfering on well-being, satisfaction and motivation, such as the cause            

of having to deal with new employees.  

 

Relating to the topic of new employees, the feeling of team belonging was often mentioned in                

relation to this. It seems to us that Klarna is quite good at taking care of their employees in                   

this matter, at least considering what the respondents explained. Thus, Klarna may be             

considered a constructive culture, as it has a positive correlation to for instance teamwork as               

Cooke & Lafferty (2003) and Hatch & Cunliffe (2013) explained. Even though the             

 



respondents did not feel an explicit connection between group belonging and A-FOs, however             

we do believe it is possible to connect it towards the theories within Social Work               

Environment and more specifically, Organizational Culture. 

 

The closeness to co-workers which includes overhearing conversations for instance, whether           

positive or negative, may also be a matter of personality and own personal preferences. Such               

as both the A-FO-M and the respondents stated, you may or may not find it efficient                

overhearing conversations. If you are more extrovert to your nature, it is considered more of a                

win-win situation; this, since you both will help others out, though also, will have the               

opportunity to interact with others. If it on other hand is the opposite, you may find it                 

extremely problematic whenever overhearing others, even though it may be within your area             

of expertise and whereas you therefore could have contributed with your help. It is important               

to understand that people react differently to the openness of the office. While it can benefit                

some, others may not be able to work as efficiently in this environment. Thus, employees               

would presumably profit from being educated in how to use an A-FO to suit their needs.  

 

Connecting it to another notion mentioned by the respondents, they further spoke of the              

closeness in regards to it being a sociable office where it can be easy to give feedback. Thus,                  

it can be linked to the constructive type. If this closeness and communication is a positive                

aspect within a team, it can enhance employee motivation, job satisfaction and moreover,             

teamwork (Cooke & Lafferty, 2003; Hatch & Cunliffe, 2013). However, some respondents            

also mentioned the negative aspect of these situations, for instance being distracted by the              

open office which in turn can affect the efficiency, or the fact that this fast kind of feedback                  

might not always be elaborate in the same way.  

 

Relating to the notion of hiding, it is rather unclear why employees within the organization               

would consider this as a solution as to not be disturbed. In the case of Klarna, it seems as this                    

has something to do with the lack of available private rooms, as the demand is immensely                

high. Nevertheless, it could also be seen as a matter of inexperience, or due to lack of                 

knowledge about the office type and on how to use the different spaces. Though, it could also                 

relate to the notion of not appreciating the offered private rooms in terms of taste or                

preferences. However, since none of the respondents exemplified this with an actual            

 



illustration it would be wrong for the present study to try to confer the reasons being.                

Although, in terms of hiding as related to employees experiencing low privacy within A-FOs,              

we see this proposition as valid.  

 

We tried to retrieve information on how the A-FO might have impact on employees as this                

seemed to be a vital aspect of some previous research. However, as we did not perform a                 

generalizing study, we cannot say for certain that our conclusions are true to real life or                

applicable for all in the same way. Nevertheless, our findings are quite interesting as they               

show that our respondents for the most part could not find a connection between the two.                

Some respondents did indeed feel that the office has made them more open, thus being, the                

case of Nathalie. However, no other respondent did explicitly stress this was the case. As               

Anna mentioned, being able to work from home, though not doing it as much as the others,                 

may speculatively also have to do with her wanting to be social. Thus, having the office type                 

impacting one’s persona.  

 

Continuing on the track of extroverts and introverts, Nathalie mentioned that she had the              

feeling of becoming more extroverted due to the A-FO. In the A-FO-M, the relationship of               

the office type and extroverts/introverts is described as a predetermined, non changeable            

entity. However, such as Nathalie mentions, it may indeed also be a process of constant               

change. Thus, you may initially be more introverted, though, due to the office and its features,                

you may become more extroverted.  

 

In terms of the hierarchical structure being more equal within A-FOs, we felt the importance               

of also connecting it to Authority & Control. Connecting Nathalie’s thoughts to previous             

theories, we consider the leadership style between her and her manager to be more              

approachable. It is, thus, obvious that this style does not include a very high power distance                

(Vidyarthi, Anand & Liden, 2014), as she felt seen and trusted. However, a low power               

distance would inevitably result in greater autonomy as stated within the A-FO-M.  

 

High autonomy results in higher levels of job satisfaction, well-being and motivation            

(Wohlers & Hertel, 2017). In a case of low power distance, the employee would obtain               

autonomy by being a part of decision-making processes, whereas it can be connected to the               

 



fact that Nathalie felt trusted to decide for herself if working from home was needed. Thus,                

we consider Nathalie’s manager to have a medium or low power distance and that Nathalie in                

turn has a quite low power distance. It can further be stated that her manager’s leadership                

style could be what has influenced her towards these positive feelings, such as Podsakoff et               

al. (1990) mentions in their research.  

 

5.2 The Synthesis  

As to contribute to further research within the field of A-FOs, we attempted to create a new                 

model, the synthesis below - see Table 2. We saw that much of the previous research was                 

concluded in the A-FO-M, yet we also found aspects in other research, which were not as                

prominent in that specific model. Thus, we felt the need of exploring those aspects further, to                

see if research not implemented in the A-FO-M should in fact be included. A combination of                

various previous research, both the A-FO-M and other research, resulted in a new model              

consisting of the four themes used throughout the study. The created synthesis is therefore an               

attempt of contributing to future research within the area, though also an attempt of              

developing the current A-FO-M since that indeed is under development too.           

 
Table 2 - Our synthesis 

 



6. Conclusions 

6.1 Conclusions of Employee Performance 

● ‘Distraction’ was one of the most touched topics within employee performance. The            

negative opinions, including concentration and focus issues, would probably lead to           

decreased productivity. However, the positive opinions regarding the open flow of           

communication could contrastingly increase efficiency, although, also provide a more          

noisy environment. Thus, it is rather unclear if the positive aspects regarding            

communication and innovation, which an A-FO supposedly facilitates, can overcome the           

negative aspects regarding distractions and decreased productivity.  

 

A solution many respondents had found regarding noise, was to use noise-cancelling            

headphones. Nevertheless, due to the majority of the respondents’ need of performing            

concentrated work, the A-FO-M’s presumptions are, thus, realized.  

 

● It is important to mention that for those not having a high flexibility of choosing, the                

attitudes towards working from home differed. For instance, Anna was not interested in             

working from home, yet Tom was more open to the idea. It is unclear whether this may                 

be due to personal preferences or due to other factors not stressed. 

 

6.2 Conclusions of Impact on Persona 

● At first glance, most respondents did not express any connection between the office and              

its impact on their persona. However, when in the latter analysing the results, we have               

been able to see certain connections. Whenever the office stimulates one’s persona and             

behavior, it will most likely result in positive outcomes. This is both seen from the point                

of view of an individual and the teams. 

 

● It may be problematic for individuals to not be able to express one’s identity, which               

particularly, is not achieved within the A-FO. 

 

 



● In terms of the A-FO being highly supportive and innovative to its nature, the decrease of                

hierarchies becomes prominent within the office type, which was further expressed by            

our respondents.  

 

● In regards of territoriality, the A-FO-M proposed that employees who work within A-FOs             

show a weaker sense of group belonging. However, most of the respondents expressed a              

strong sense of team belonging and felt content. Thus, this is something which contrasts              

the presumptions of the A-FO-M. 

 

6.3 Conclusions of Social Work Environment 

● Group belonging was a seemingly large area for the respondents, where all respondents             

had a positive feeling of belonging. This was, however, considered to emerge from the              

company’s distinct structure and not the A-FO itself. Whereas a few teams moved             

offices, the feeling of isolation lead to a somewhat decreased feeling of belonging in              

those particular teams.  

 

● The solution of not being disturbed, whereas to hide or sit somewhere unexpected, was              

mentioned. This contradicts the solution of private rooms, which is explored within the             

A-FO-M.  

 

● As the A-FO-M proposed, it is common to encounter people unknown to you and this               

coheres with the respondents’ experiences.  

 

● Thoughts regarding office satisfaction were, too, brought up, whereas different areas           

inside the office are seen as advantageous for certain work tasks. A positive or negative               

feeling regarding this, can thus, enhance or diminish the employees’ work situation.  

 

● The A-FO-M mentions how information sharing within an A-FO can be an issue, as it is                

harder to reach all employees. However, since Klarna has a structure with daily stand ups               

and one-on-one meetings the risk decreases. These meetings have significant importance           

which allows information to travel freely and furthermore, ensuring that all team            

members are up to speed. 

 



 

6.4 Conclusions of Authority & Control 

● The respondents were positive regarding the fact that their managers sit together with the              

team. However, even though the managers often have tasks needed to be done elsewhere,              

they seem to be around as much as possible, something appreciated by co-workers. Not              

only does the gap between employee and manager decrease when sitting together, but             

also the power distance.  

 

● The respondents mentioned a feeling of being supported by their manager in contrast of              

being observed, which in turn leads to a stronger sense of group belonging. This notion               

was not entirely connected to the A-FO however, as some respondents had the feeling it               

was dependant on the manager’s persona.  

 

● According to our findings, which further on is stressed within the A-FO-M, the managers              

need to be able to trust their employees as this office type generates more freedom.               

Nevertheless, the respondents strongly expressed that this kind of leadership felt           

supportive.  

 

6.5 Conclusions of Comprehensive Nature 

● All four themes are possible to connect to, at least, one other theme. For instance, aspects                

such as satisfaction can intercross with both the themes of Employee performance and             

Social Work Environment.  

 

● As a result of the findings in our study, we can subsequently easier see how our themes                 

are connected to Territoriality, Autonomy, Privacy and Proximity & Visibility and           

furthermore, also the importance of those concepts. Thus, giving us an understanding for             

the reason of using the headline of “Working conditions” within the A-FO-M.  

 

● Based on the respondents’ answers, we believe they may not entirely use all spaces              

properly within the office. Therefore, we find it important to “educate” managers and             

employees in ways the office is meant to be used. As a suggestion, in terms of Klarna,                 

this can be dealt with during the Klarna check in days.  

 



 

7. Future Research 

In terms of the A-FO-M, such as the authors themselves state, the model is an attempt                

towards becoming a solid theory. Hence, further testing needs to be done by other researchers               

to be able to verify its validity. The present study feels it has embraced this aim, contributing                 

to the model’s solidarity. However, as understood, some findings and data are indeed             

contradictory with the ones of the A-FO-M. Thus, even more studies need to test it in the                 

future and the same applies to our themes. After concluding this study, we especially propose               

that Social Work Environment should be reviewed. Since the theme included many essential             

aspects according to the respondents answers, an idea is to divide it into subcategories.  

 

Furthermore, whilst completing this study, we have discovered that some companies are on             

the verge of changing from A-FOs. As this is a highly popular office type, it is therefore                 

interesting to further examine the reasons of changing.  

 

With this study, we have attempted to contribute laying the foundation of the A-FO field by                

implementing the A-FO-M and by creating themes. However, as previously mentioned, the            

model yet also the themes, needs to be further researched to be valid in the future. To succeed                  

in becoming a theory and leading towards the A-FO fields common ground, these aspects              

above could be suggestions for future studies.  
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Appendix 1  

 
Interview Guide  
 
The interview will start with a brief presentation of ourselves and the purpose of our essay, 
together with the clarification of what their assistance and participation will be used for.  
 
Interview date:  
Company:  
Name:  
 

● Get permission/signature of document; recording, GDPR etc. 
● Ask if the basic information about the company seems correct to the employee.  

 
Introductional questions 

- What is your title at the company, what is it that you do? 
- How long have you worked within the company? // How long have you worked in this 

office? (Klarna) 
- What is an A-FO to you?/Do you know what it is?  Advantages/Disadvantages? 

→ If they don’t know - explain and then ask for advantages/disadvantages.  
- What are your opinions on this office type? Advantages/Disadvantages? 

- Do you find any restrictions within this office type? 
- Do you have any experience from another type of office? For instance cubicles? 
- What is your opinion on you and (your team’s) location in the office? Explain. 

- Is the office allocation fair? 
- Does anyone working here have their own office? CEO or managers for instance? Or 

does everyone use the flexible seating? 
- How many different work zones do you usually use? (During 1 workday)  

- How many times do you switch places? 
- Are you in need of using more? (Do you feel that you use the zones properly) 

- Availability; Is it easy finding a workspace with a good fit for your work tasks?  
- In general, do you feel that the zones are used properly? 

- How could they be used differently? 
- Can you often work from home and do you? Why? 

 
Social Work Environment 
Main question: How would you describe the social work environment? (Mention group 
belonging (new employees), communication, collaborations between co-workers etc) 
 
Possible supplementary questions: 

 



- How does the communication with co-workers work? Availability; how do you find 
the co-worker you seek when you need a fast discussion/decision? 

- How does the collaborations between co-workers/teams work? 
- How do you experience the distance between you and your manager/employee? 
- Team belonging;  
- Do you feel that the office type promotes a sense of group belonging? 
- How does it work with new employees? Loose thoughts.  

- Does the company have a policy regarding implementing new employees?  
- If no, do you feel like this kind of policy should exist? 

- What would you do to show your co-workers that you do not wish to be disturbed?  
- Is this an issue for you? 

 
Employee Performance 
Main question: On an ordinary day, how would you describe your work, in efficiency, 
productivity etc.? Could you connect this to the office type and how? 
 
Possible supplementary questions: 

- Do you feel that you are efficient during the days? Explain. 
- Could this be a result of the office design? 

- Do you in general complete all the tasks you have during a day? 
- How do you feel about your productivity after a work day? Did you finish a lot/very 

little? 
- Do you get criticism about not having finished in time? 

 
Impact on Persona 
Main question: How would you say that this office type affects you, your behavior and your 
personal life? 
 
Possible supplementary questions: 

- Do you feel that the office type has impacted you in your personal life? (Do you feel 
more “open/social’’ etc? 

- Do you feel that the office type has an impact on you and your persona? Do you think 
about how you behave in the setting etc?  

- Do you feel that you consciously sit/stand at a certain space due to social factors (not 
wanting to sit next to a certain person/CEO etc).  

 
Authority & Control 
Main question: How does the leadership work? Do you believe that the office type affects the 
leadership or responsibilities for instance? 
 
Possible supplementary questions: 

 



- Do you think that your manager has good control/transparency within your work tasks 
and what are your thoughts on that? (Surveillance/Support). 

- What is your opinion on leadership within the office type?  
- Do you think there is a big difference from other office types? 

Advantages/Disadvantages? 
- Do you think that this office type has any impact over responsibilities etc?  
- Is it easy/hard to give your managers feedback? → Do you think it could have been 

easier within another office type? 
 
  

 



Appendix 2  

 
Informational Letter 
 
Information to you who will participate in an interview as part of a study, implemented by                
students undergoing education. First of all, thank you for participating! 
 
Information about the study:  
The study is based on employees’ perspective and opinions regarding activity-based flexible            
offices and will, thus, include interviews as a foundation. We have chosen to focus on one                
large international company in Stockholm and their employees.  
 
Contacts to the students and their supervisor: 
The study is conducted at Södertörn University within the area of business management, at              
the institution of social sciences. 
 
Students: 
Anita Tsioki: anitatsioki@gmail.com 
Karolina Borg: karolina.borg@live.se  
 
Mentor: Ann-Sofie Köping 
Associate professor in business management with a focus on organization and leadership.  
ann.sofie.koping@sh.se 
 
Responsible for personal data:  
The study is conducted as a part of the students education at Södertörn University, who               
furthermore stand as legally liable for how the students process data. You can always contact               
Södertörn University via e-mail registrator@sh.se or telephone +468 608 40 00.  
 
Data protection:  
Do you have any reflections or complaints regarding the treatment of your personal data,              
please turn to Södertörn University’s ombudsman within data protection via          
dataskydd@sh.se. They are experts on data protection regulations and have the right to review              
how the University’s students and personnel treat personal data. 
 
Legal basis:  
Personal data is processed according to your informed consent. Thus, participation in the             
study is voluntary. You can revoke your consent at any time without giving any specific               
reason, which, however, does not affect the treatment that occurred before the withdrawal. 
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Receiver of personal data:  
All data will be processed so that no unauthorized person can take part of them. 
 
Retention time:  
The personal data will be retained until the study is confirmed approved and will thereafter be                
destroyed.  
 
Your rights:  
According to the EU data protection regulation you have the right to take part of all data                 
about you which are being handled and if necessary, correct any errors. Furthermore, you              
have the right to request deletion, limitation or objection to the processing of personal data. 
 
Complaints:  
The right to make complaints to the Swedish Data Protection Authority is always yours.              
Contact them via e-mail datainspektionen@datainspektionen.se or telephone +468-657 61 00. 
 
 
With kind regards, 
 
Anita Tsioki och Karolina Borg 
Institution of Social Sciences,  
Södertörn University 
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Appendix 3  

 
Consent Form 
 
Anita Tsioki and Karolina Borg are writing their Bachelor’s thesis at Södertörn University,             
Stockholm. The aim of the thesis is to examine employee’s perspective on an activity-based              
flexible office and will be based on interviews with employees on a large international              
company, Klarna.  
 
Hereby, I consent that this interview will be used as empirical material in the study. I am                 
aware that my participation is completely voluntary and that I can revoke my participation in               
the study without giving any reason.  
 
I give permission that the interview will be recorded and that citations may occur. This               
consent will not be saved longer than necessary and will be destroyed at the latest when the                 
thesis is approved.  
 
 
Consent to participate in the study: 
 
 
_______________________________ 
Signature: 
 
_______________________________ 
Name clarification, city and date: 
 
 
Our addresses:  
Anita Tsioki: anitatsioki@gmail.com 
Karolina Borg: karolina.borg@live.se  
Ann-Sofie Köping, mentor: ann-sofie.koping@sh.se  
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Appendix 4 

Table 1. The Activity-based Flexible Office Model, A-FO-M (Wohlers & Hertel, 2017, p.             

470). 

 

 

 

 


